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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Bitcoin was introduced in 2008 by a person or group known as Satoshi Nakamoto and was the first cryptocurrency, paving the
way for thousands of other cryptocurrencies to be created using the blockchain and Bitcoin’s root technology. It is a peer-topeer electronic cash system that allows payments to be sent directly from one party to another without the need for any third
party. Bitcoin provides a solution to the double-spending problem using a hash-based proof-of-work, which forms an ongoing
and immutable chain of transactions.

PROBLEM
The key problem Bitcoin seeks to solve is the heavy reliance on financial institutions as third parties to process electronic
payments. Financial institutions incur significant costs in mediating disputes, which cannot be avoided, and these costs are
largely passed on to the customer. This results in excessive transaction costs, minimum practical transaction sizes and the
need to surrender thorough personal information in order to make simple payments.

SOLUTION
Bitcoin creates an electronic payment network allowing individuals to transact money directly without any third-party
involvement. Instead of being based on trust, the electronic payment system is based on cryptographic proof, allowing any
two parties to safely transact directly. The distributed blockchain network creates computational proof of the order of
transactions, protecting users from fraud so long as honest nodes control more CPU power than a coordinated group of
attacker nodes.

USERS / COMMUNITY
Bitcoin is used by almost everyone in the cryptocurrency space. As the first cryptocurrency and also being the largest by
market cap, Bitcoin is the standard cryptocurrency which almost all others trade against. Individuals seeking to invest in
altcoins will most often purchase Bitcoin using fiat currency, and then purchase their desired altcoins using that Bitcoin. Most
mass media coverage of cryptocurrencies revolves around Bitcoin, as it is by far the most well-known.

The community became somewhat fractured over 2017 regarding different visions over the development of the cryptocurrency.
Some have called for faster transaction throughput to meet global scale while others have opposed this due to it being more
centralized, which many would argue is the opposite of what Satoshi Nakamoto intended. Some groups have initiated hard
forks to create similar new cryptocurrencies with slightly different features, most notably Bitcoin Cash.

BUSINESS MODEL / FEATURES
Transactions on the Bitcoin network are validated through the process of mining, in which unconfirmed transactions are
arranged in blocks and verified by “miners” by solving a complex computational problem. The miner which first solves the
block correctly receives a block reward for its computational efforts, which is how Bitcoin supply is distributed, and miners also
profit off network transaction fees. Bitcoin acts as a store-of-value in that its supply is permanently capped at 21 million BTC
and its tends to be less volatile than other cryptocurrencies.

TOKEN SALE
GENESIS BLOCK
The genesis block of the Bitcoin network was mined by Satoshi Nakamoto on January 3rd, 2009, and many of the first blocks
were mined by the earliest supporters such as Wei Dai, Nick Szabo and Hal Finney, who were responsible for developing the
key predecessor technologies that lead to Bitcoin. By May 22nd, 2010, Bitcoin held little value and was famously used to buy
two Papa John’s pizzas for 10,000 BTC – worth over $140 million today. The first users of Bitcoin were generally
cryptographers, though they generally used it just for hobby purposed at first.

BITCOIN SUPPLY OVER TIME

The supply of Bitcoin is capped at 21 million and no more can ever be created. The number of Bitcoin in circulation increase
through block rewards given to miners for processing the network’s transactions. These block rewards decrease over time
until all Bitcoin is in circulation, after which miners earn rewards through only transaction fees. At present, nearly 16.8 million
Bitcoin have been released into circulation, or nearly 80% of the total supply.

Since Satoshi Nakamoto was responsible for mining many of the first blocks on the blockchain, he was able to accumulate a
large amount of Bitcoin, with his addresses reportedly holding roughly one million Bitcoin, or more than 4.7% of the total
supply. Currently, 97% of Bitcoin supply is held by about 4% of addresses.

MANAGEMENT REPORT
Early Supporters
• Hal Finney – received first
Bitcoin payment from Satoshi
Nakamoto, early developer and
cryptographic activist
• Wei Dai – Creator of b-money,
the core concepts of which were
implemented in Bitcoin
• Nick Szabo – Designed “bit
gold,” a direct precursor to
Bitcoin
• Mike Hearn – Former Google
engineer, former Core member,
quit in January 2016 due in part
to rising fees
• Gavin Andresen Bitcoin Foundation
• Llew
Claasen
(Executive

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Director) – 12+ years as a digital
marketing
and
product
management executive
Brock Pierce (Chairman) –
Managing Partner at VC firm
Blockchain Capital, founded or
advised projects such as GoCoin,
Tether, BitGo and BlockStreet
Bobby Lee (Vice Chairman) – cofounder of first Chinese exchange
BTCC, CEO of rival Litecoin
Bruce Fenton – Organizer of
Dubai
Bitcoin
Conference,
Managing Director of investment
provider Atlantic Financial, one
of the youngest stockbrokers ever
to work for Morgan Stanley
Elizabeth McCauley – Head of
Global Business Development at
Indian exchange Coinsecure,
writer for Bitcoin News
Michael Perklin – Chief
Information Security Officer at
Shapeshift, 10+ years in cyber
security and digital forensics
Francis Pouliot – Director of
Pubic Affairs for Canadian
Bitcoin Embassy, co-founder and
CEO of startup Satoshi Portal
Vinny Lingham – Co-founder and
CEO of Civic, previously cofounder and CEO of Gyft and
Yola, shark on Shark Tank South
Africa

Bitcoin is the first and presently the most valuable cryptocurrency, created by a person
or group of people known as “Satoshi Nakamoto,” who remain a complete mystery to this
day. Bitcoin.org was first registered in August 2008, and Satoshi’s famous white paper
was released on October 31st, 2008, in which he described his vision of peer-to-peer
electronic cash that solves the double-spending problem. Bitcoin was based upon
predecessor technologies such as “b-money” and “bit gold,” designed by Wei Dai and
Nick Szabo, respectively, who were early contributors to Bitcoin. A community of
cryptographers and privacy advocates known as the “Cypherfunks” were key in
embracing and developing the technology.
The genesis block was launched on January 3rd, 2009, with the embedded text, “The
Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on brink of second bailout for banks,” serving as both a
timestamp and a statement against centralized banking. On August 6th, 2010, a bug in
the Bitcoin code was found, allowing someone to generate 184 billion BTC in a single
transaction; however, the error discovered and patched within hours. By February 2011,
one Bitcoin was equivalent to one dollar. By June of the same year, one Bitcoin was
worth $31, and on November 29, 2013, the exchange rate peaked at $1,242 per Bitcoin
before entering a two-year downslide that bottomed out below $200 in early 2015. This
downslide was driven in part by the collapse of Mt. Gox, a cryptocurrency exchange
controlling 70% of the market volume at the time, which was hacked and subsequently
went bankrupt.In March 2014, the IRS declared that Bitcoin and other digital currencies
would be treated as property for U.S. tax purposes, while on September 2015, the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) defined Bitcoin and other digital
currencies as commodities. Bitcoin’s popularity grew tremendously from 2015-2017, with
an estimated 160,000+ merchants accepting bitcoin payments by mid-2015.
In late 2015, concerns began to emerge regarding bitcoin’s scalability – at no more than
seven transactions per second and a 1MB block size limit, Bitcoin would not be able to
economically support widespread usage. This led to division in the Bitcoin community,
with some seeking to increase the block size limit in order to process more transactions,
while others sought to keep the original code intact and protect Satoshi’s vision of
decentralization. As a result, more than a dozen Bitcoin forks have been produced, most
notably the fourth most valuable cryptocurrency by market capitalization, Bitcoin Cash.
By December 2017, Bitcoin had become popular in the mainstream media and was
flooded by new investors. During this month, futures contracts were launched on the
Chicago Board Options Exchange and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and Bitcoin’s
value topped out at an all-time high over $19,000.

USABILITY REPORT
Source
OKEx
Binance
Bitfinex
OKEx
Binance
Binance
Binance
Bithumb
BTCC
OKEx
OKEx
Binance
Bit-Z
GDAX

Pair
BTC/USDT
ETH/BTC
BTC/USD
ETH/BTC
TRX/BTC
EOS/BTC
WTC/BTC
BTC/KRW
BTC/USD
BCC/BTC
EOS/BTC
BTC/USDT
ETH/BTC
BTC/USD

Volume (24hr)
$ 481.3mm
$ 476.9mm
$ 412.6mm
$ 322.7mm
$ 317.9mm
$ 287.9mm
$ 234.4mm
$ 225.2mm
$ 223.8mm
$ 216.1mm
$ 192.2mm
$ 175.9mm
$ 160.0mm
$ 149.6mm

Source: CoinMarketCap
FUNCTIONALITY
BTC can be described as an asset token, as its value is tied to the success of the underlying Bitcoin network. It can also be
considered a fiat currency; although not centrally-backed and subject to manipulation like most fiat currencies, its value is
determined solely by people’s faith in the currency and willingness to pay for it. RSK, also known as Rootstock, is a platform
that is being developed to connect smart contracts to the Bitcoin blockchain through a side chain.

USABILITY
Bitcoin was created with a vision of freeing people from centralized banking; however, most people today do not purchase
Bitcoin for this reason, but rather for investment purposes. As it is the most well-known cryptocurrency by the general
population, the easiest to purchase, and popularized in the media for its incredible gains in recent years, BTC is often the
crypto of choice for newer investors. Furthermore, since BTC is needed in order to purchase other cryptocurrencies, most of
which cannot be purchased directly with local fiat, BTC can act as a bridge currency between any local currency and thousands
of altcoins that can be purchased today. A handful of popular websites, such as Overstock.com and Expedia.com, accept
Bitcoin as means of payment, however it is generally accepted only for larger purchases like vehicles.

Bitcoin is also a logical use case for remittances, and its anonymity has made it popular for black market transactions. People
may also indirectly interact with Bitcoin by purchasing or selling Bitcoin futures on the Chicago Board Options Exchange and
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

PROPERTIES
Bitcoin has a hard cap of 21 million BTC and more will never be created. Each block is 1MB and a new block is mined every
10 minutes, resulting in the ability for the Bitcoin network to process about 7 transactions per second.

INDUSTRY REPORT
STRENGTHS
Bitcoin’s greatest strength is almost certainly its first-mover advantage. Virtually all cryptocurrencies trade against BTC,
meaning most people will have to first purchase BTC in order to purchase other altcoins, and this explains why BTC is the
highest volume cryptocurrency nearly every day. Bitcoin is one of just four cryptocurrencies currently supported by exchanges
Coinbase and GDAX, which are particularly popular in the United States. Bitcoin’s popularity in the media as the number one
cryptocurrency gives it immense amounts of free marketing that drive up worldwide demand, as well as a large community of
developers to support and improve the technology.

WEAKNESSES
Scalability is by far the greatest weakness of Bitcoin. Throughput of 7 transactions per second is extremely slow – by
comparison, VISA can process more than 50,000 transactions per second at its peak, and there are many cryptocurrencies
now that can process exponentially more than 7 transactions per second. This slow transaction speed has some negative
ripple effects as well, resulting in a backlog that causes transaction confirmations to regularly take over an hour and has
resulted in transaction fees of over $25 per transaction.

OPPORTUNITIES
The development of the Lightening network is a key source of promise for Bitcoin. The Lightening network, built as an additional
layer on top of the Bitcoin blockchain, is designed to allow for near-instant and near-feeless transactions of low value. This
would not only improve the transactional load, and thus transaction fees, on the regular blockchain, but also allow small
transactions to be made efficiently with the security of the Bitcoin blockchain.

RSK, which will essentially allow for the execution of smart contracts on the Bitcoin blockchain, provides an opportunity for
Bitcoin to gain value as a smart contract platform. This can give Bitcoin far wider capabilities than being used solely for
payments, and if many developers and business choose to adopt RSK over traditional smart contract platforms such as
Ethereum, it will bode very well for the value of BTC.

THREATS
By far the greatest threat to Bitcoin is the emergence of a superior competitor. The technical limitations on transaction speed
and high transaction costs are not conducive to widespread use, and can make sending only large amounts of BTC worthwhile.
If this cannot be solved by the Lightening Network or another scalability solution in the near future, users could likely migrate
to payment platforms that are faster and/or cheaper to use. Cryptocurrencies such as Litecoin, Stellar, IOTA and RaiBlocks
can all run payment platforms like Bitcoin, only far faster, while easy-to-use mainstream technologies such as Venmo will limit
Bitcoin adoption.

VALUATION
Symbol
BCH
LTC
ETH
ETC
DASH
PIVX
DCR
XEM
ZEC
BTC

NVT Ratio
15.03
5.66
8.33
19.92
49.54
54.13
27.93
287.28
9.45
11.90

A metric that has garnered some respect for cryptocurrency valuations is the
Network Value to Transactions (NVT) ratio, which is similar to a P/E ratio for a stock.
A comparatively lower NVT ratio generally implies a more undervalued cryptoasset.
A cryptocurrency with an inflated NVT ratio implies high levels of speculation.
Trailing 30-day averages of network value (or market capitalization) and on-chain
transaction volume are used for greatest accuracy. As the chart to the right
indicates, Bitcoin may be somewhat overvalued. This is due to the fact that multiple
other payment-focused digital currencies, including Litecoin and Ethereum and
Zcash which have the second, sixth and 25th highest market capitalizations,
respectively.
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The chart above estimates the value of BTC as a percentage of the 2021 U.S. M2 money supply, which we’ve conservatively
estimated to be $15 trillion USD. The above calculations also factor in the increase in circulating supply of Bitcoin by 2021 and
includes a 12% discount rate in order to reach its present value. Currently, Bitcoin is trading at approximately $14,000 per BTC,
while its market capitalization of ~$240 billion equates to about 1.7% of the current U.S. M2 money supply. This tells us that Bitcoin
may presently be overvalued as investors are speculating and overestimating its potential value. It would be more appropriately
valued today at around $10,000. It should be noted, however, that an estimated 2.7-3.7 million BTC have been lost or may otherwise
be out of circulation, which would indicate a greater value than the figures above.

NEWS
8.6.10 – MAJOR VULNERABILITY SPOTTED
On August 6th, 2010, a bug in the Bitcoin code was found, allowing someone to generate 184 billion BTC in a single transaction;
however, the error discovered and patched within hours, and this remains the only vulnerability found in the bitcoin code to
this date.

10.2.13 – SILK ROAD SEIZED, ROSS ULBRICHT ARRESTED
On October 2nd, 2013, U.S. seized the website known as the Silk Road, at the time a large online marketplace for illegal goods
which accepted payment only in digital currency such as Bitcoin. The website’s creator Ross Ulbricht was arrested in the
seizure and would eventually be sentenced to life in prison. Bitcoin price lost a quarter of its value in the hours after this news
broke; however, the price quickly recovered, indicating a widespread belief in bitcoin beyond purchasing illegal items.

2.28.14 – MT. GOX FILES FOR BANKRUPTCY
On February 7th, 2014, Mt. Gox stopped paying out customer Bitcoin withdrawals and remained largely silent over the following
two weeks. On February 24th, all trading was suspending and the website went offline after it was discovered that over 840,000
BTC had been stolen from the exchange in a hack that had gone unnoticed over two years. On February 28th, 2017, Mt. Gox
filed for bankruptcy protection in Japanese court. As the largest cryptocurrency exchange controlling roughly 70% of daily
trading volume, the collapse of Mt. Gox was a huge loss for the cryptocurrency space and was certainly a factor in bitcoin’s
downslide over the following year.

8.1.17 – BITCOIN CASH
On August 1st, 2017, the Bitcoin network forked into a new network called “Bitcoin Cash” which raised the block size limit from
1MB to 8MB. Anyone who owned BTC at the time of the fork was credited with an equivalent amount of BCH. Bitcoin Cash
his since emerged as a serious competitor to Bitcoin, being the fourth-highest cryptocurrency by market capitalization and
backed by Roger Ver, one of the earliest investors in bitcoin companies.

12.14.17 – CBOE/CME FUTURES LISTING
In November 2017, after approval of the U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), the Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE) and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) announced that they would begin offering bitcoin futures
contracts in December. Contracts began trading on the CBOE on December 12th and the CME on December 19th, representing
a significant step in the integration of cryptocurrencies in traditional financial markets.

1.4.18 – RSK MINES GENESIS BLOCK
On January 4th, 2018, RSK Labs mined the genesis block on its mainnet network, representing an important step for the
sidechain that will allow for the implementation of smart contracts as a layer on top of the bitcoin blockchain.

INVESTMENT RISKS
TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS
Bitcoin’s seven transactions per second is a statistic that must be improved if Bitcoin will have any long-term success. Most
other cryptocurrencies process transactions faster, many at rates over 1000 per second, making Bitcoin comparatively
obselete. The high transaction fees needed to send Bitcoin, which are particularly expensive during times of market volatility,
will deter investors. While the Lightening Network has some promise for

CRYPTOCURRENCY BUBBLE
Most would argue that the cryptocurrency market is in a bubble, and being that Bitcoin makes up about a third of the total
cryptocurrency market capitalization, any sort of correction to this bubble would almost certainly impact Bitcoin. A correction
may actually impact Bitcoin worse than most due to the vast amount of money invested in it, with a current market cap of over
$240 billion and more than $100 billion more than the next most valuable cryptocurrency.

GOVERNMENT REGULATION
It is likely that the United States government will take some form of action to regulate cryptocurrencies in the next year or so.
At a minimum, there will likely be some clarification regarding tax reporting which could hurt investor sentiment. It’s also
possible that enhanced know-your-customer laws could be implemented on exchanges, which may spook investors as well.

HARD FORKS
Due to varying opinions as to the correct future direction of bitcoin, more than a dozen hard forks of the cryptocurrency have
been implemented, with differing technical changes reflecting different visions for the ideal version of bitcoin. As more of these
forks are created, the bitcoin market capitalization may become diluted by investors choosing instead to invest in the various
bitcoin offshoots. As more of these hard forks emerge, it is possible that one of the hard forks may emerge as more popular
than the original bitcoin – currently, Bitcoin Cash and Bitcoin Gold are the fourth and fifteenth highest cryptocurrencies by
market capitalization, respectively.

MINER CENTRALIZATION
The bitcoin network achieved consensus through proof-of-work, however, this comes with the inherent flaw that a single entity
controlling more than 51% of the hashrate would have the power to block transactions, double spend, and effectively control
the network. In July 2014, mining pool GHash actually surpassed 51% of hashpower, though no negative effects occurred.
Today, 5 bitcoin mining pools make up more than 75% of the network hashrate. With the hashpower being so centralized,
bitcoin could be at risk of a 51% attack if a single mining pool gains market share or multiple pools collaborate to attack and
change the bitcoin network.

INTEGRATION IN TRADITIONAL FINANCIAL MARKETS
While many have lauded Bitcoin’s integration to traditional financial markets as a positive sign for mainstream acceptance,
these financial instruments also give institutional investors the ability to short Bitcoin for the first time, and at a margin. This
gives wealthy institutional investors some control over Bitcoin price and a motive to profit off a downturn, while it may also limit
volatility and thus upwards price appreciation for Bitcoin.

REGULATION
CURRENT CRYPTOCURRENCY REGULATION
As it currently stands, cryptocurrencies have seen a wide range of reactions from various different governments around the
world, with some countries banning cryptocurrency outright while others have embraced it, such as Japan where Bitcoin and
many other cryptocurrencies are recognized as legal tender.

In the United States, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has authorized and launched the trading of Bitcoin futures
on two different exchanges, and has also approved a trading platform for virtual currency derivatives through the swap
execution facility and derivatives clearing organization LedgerX. The Securities and Exchange Commission has classified
cryptocurrencies as commodities, while the IRS considers cryptocurrencies to be property, making them subject to capital
gains tax. The Department of Treasury has stated that virtual currencies do not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction.

POSSIBLE FUTURE REGULATION
It is possible that the SEC or another government agency could deem ICOs to be illegal, as is the case in China. The SEC
has already issued enforcement actions against 3 ICO sponsors and has not registered any ICOs. However, the agency has
also stated that ICOs can be “fair and lawful investment opportunities” making an outright ban seem unlikely. However, if such
a ban were put in place, we could likely see many of these blockchain startups relocate to more friendly jurisdictions such as
Switzerland or the U.K.

The regulation we can most likely expect to see in the next 1-2 years is the establishment of a clear tax reporting framework
for cryptocurrency gains and losses, something that is currently somewhat of a grey area. It’s also possible that know-yourcustomer regulations in the United States, which require collection of detailed customer information at most financial
institutions, may be applied to cryptocurrency exchanges which may deter some investors.

Some countries have expressed interested in establishing a state-backed digital currency – Venezuela has already launched
its own oil, gas, gold and diamond-backed digital currency to combat inflation in the country.

IMPACT ON BITCOIN
Given that Bitcoin holds such a substantial share of the cryptocurrency market, any potential future regulation including ICO
bans or enhanced KYC regulations for exchanges would likely have a negative impact on the price of BTC. Any additional
regulations imposed in countries where cryptocurrencies are most popular, such as Japan or South Korea, would certainly
impact bitcoin’s price as well.

It is also possible that the approval and integration of bitcoin-linked financial instruments may actual reduce the volatility, and
possibly the upwards price appreciation, of Bitcoin. Compared to altcoins, Bitcoin has seen limited volatility over the last few
weeks, possibly due in part to the launch of Bitcoin futures in mid-December, which for the first time gave investors an avenue
to “bet against” bitcoin. As additional instruments such as Bitcoin ETFs are approved, volatility may potential be further
reduced.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS
MAJOR EXCHANGE HACK OR BANKRUPTCY
Any major being involved in a major hack, bankruptcy, corruption scandal or otherwise shutting down would likely destabilize
the overall cryptocurrency market and cause most cryptocurrencies to crash, Bitcoin included.

QUANTUM ATTACKS
Research out of Macquarie University suggests that Bitcoin and similar cryptocurrencies could be compromised by quantum
computers in as little as 10 years. As there is no indication that Bitcoin is resistant to quantum attacks, it could suffer declines
as investors move money out of BTC and into one of many quantum-resistant cryptocurrencies as this threat grows more
legitimate. A successful quantum attack against the network would be very detrimental to the value of BTC. However,
cryptology could likely evolve to prevent quantum attacks in the next decade, and Bitcoin developers will likely work to prevent
any such attack ahead of time as this threat grows more legitimate.

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY
With its genesis block mined more than nine years ago, Bitcoin is technologically inferior to many more recently developed
cryptocurrencies which can process exponentially more transactions per second and with much smaller or zero transaction
fees. As these cryptocurrencies continue to be developed and gain more mass acceptance, it is likely that Bitcoin will fall and
a superior, more latent cryptocurrency will emerge.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
Bitcoin has drawn some negative press over the amount of electricity consumed in the process of mining, with annual energy
consumption from bitcoin mining being roughly equivalent to the annual energy consumption of the country of Bulgaria. While
the inefficiencies of modern banking processes certainly exceed this energy consumption, it’s possible that widespread
negative attention from environmental activists could make bitcoin investment unpopular.

BITCOIN OVERTAKEN AS NUMBER ONE CRYPTOCURRENCY
It’s possible that various factors such as the lack of a timely solution to scaling issues could lead another cryptocurrency to
surpass Bitcoin for the highest market capitalization. This nearly happened in mid-June when Bitcoin’s market share fell to
38% while Ethereum’s rose to 32%. If another cryptocurrency did in fact pass Bitcoin, it’s possible that this coin could become
the de facto “standard” for cryptocurrency trading while Bitcoin would likely be used mostly as a store-of-value, with its use for
transactions limited to only large amounts. This could likely result in the price of BTC falling, although this fall may be limited
if Bitcoin can establish itself as a low volatility store-of-value coin.

SATOSHI NAKAMOTO
Satoshi Nakamoto, the mystery person or group behind Bitcoin, holds wallets in possession of roughly 1 million BTC or about
4.7% of the total supply. By holding such a significant amount of the supply, Satoshi has the power to flood the BTC market
and significantly reduce its value. However, this is not a likely scenario due to the fact that Satoshi’s wallets have remained
untouched for many years, and manipulating the market he created would go starkly against the philosophy of anonymity and
decentralization that he supported.

THE EFFECT OF FUTURES TRADING ON BITCOIN
The launch of futures trading on the CBOE and the CME in mid-December 2017 was hailed by some as a huge turning
point for Bitcoin, as many institutional investors would now be able to easily purchase Bitcoin through a traditional
investment tool. It is believed that the massive bull run at the end of 2017, which saw the price of Bitcoin triple from
mid-November to mid-December, was driven in part by the hype surrounding those futures listings.
th

On December 17 , Bitcoin reached an all-time high of $19,783.06 according to the Coindesk’s price index. This was
just six days after Bitcoin futures began trading on the CBOE, and a day before trading began on the larger CME. In
nearly a month since then, Bitcoin has yet to approach that peak, trading in a $12,000-$17,000 range. It’s a likely
possibility that this subdued price action may be a result of the implementation of Bitcoin futures contracts.
With the trading of futures contracts, investors not only have the ability to profit off the price of Bitcoin rising, but also
by it falling. This is the first time that investors have this ability to “bet against” the coin, and it may not be a coincidence
that BTC price has been relatively stagnant since the futures markets began operating. Futures markets typically add
liquidity and thus reduce price volatility in the underlying market, and this may be exactly what we are witnessing with
Bitcoin now.
It should also be noted that speculators can close positions without ever actually buying or selling any Bitcoin, profiting
solely off the price movement. This may explain a flaw in the reasoning that the introduction of futures markets would
lead to significant institutional investment. Moving forward, Bitcoin can be expected to trade with subdued volatility
compared to other cryptocurrencies.
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KEY TERMS
Moving Averages:
Creator – Jeff Miller
Simple Moving Average - A simple moving average (SMA) is an arithmetic moving average calculated by adding the closing price of the
security for a number of time periods and then dividing this total by the number of time periods.
Exponential Moving Average - An exponential moving average (EMA) is a type of moving average that is similar to a simple moving average,
except that more weight is given to the latest data. It's also known as the exponentially weighted moving average. This type of moving average
reacts faster to recent price changes than a simple moving average.
Fibonacci Retracement:
Creator – Leonard Fibonacci
Fibonacci retracement is created by taking two extreme points (usually a major peak and trough) on a chart and dividing the vertical distance
by the key Fibonacci ratios of 23.6%, 38.2%, 50%, 61.8% and 100%. Once these levels are identified, horizontal lines are drawn and used
to identify possible support and resistance levels.
Pitchfork:
Creator – Dr. Alan Andrews
A pitchfork is created by first drawing a trend line between two extreme points. A third point is then set either above or below the second point
depending on the analyst's desired pitchfork location. The basic idea behind the use of a pitchfork is that it essentially creates a type of trend
channel. A trend is considered active as long as price stays within the Pitchfork channel. Reversals occur when price breaks out of a Pitchfork
channel.
Gann Fan:
Creator – William Delbert Gann
This trading strategy is a complex support and resistance trading strategy that uses diagonal support and resistance levels. Unlike the
traditional horizontal support and resistance levels, the Gann fan angles are mathematically calculated based on the price, time and the price
range of the market.
Elliott Wave:
Creator - Ralph Nelson Elliott
Elliott Wave theory understands that public sentiment and mass psychology moves in 5 waves within a primary trend, and 3 waves in a
counter-trend. Once a 5 wave move in public sentiment is completed, then it is time for the subconscious sentiment of the public to shift in
the opposite direction, which is simply a natural cause of events in the human psyche, and not the operative effect from some form of “news.”
Candlestick Analysis:
Creator - Munehisa Homma, introduced to the western world by Steve Nison
Candlestick patterns are a form of technical analysis and charting used in the stock market, forex market and all other markets. The power
of candlesticks (also called Japanese candlestick charts) is that they excel at giving market turning points and when used properly can
potentially decrease market risk exposure.
Ichimoku Kinko Hyo:
Creator - Goichi Hosoda
Ichimoku is a moving average-based trend identification system and because it contains more data points than standard candlestick charts,
it provides a clearer picture of potential price action. The main difference between how moving averages are plotted in ichimoku as opposed
to other methods is that ichimoku's lines are constructed using the 50% point of the highs and lows as opposed to the candle's closing price.
Translates to one glance equilibrium chart or instant look at the balance chart and is sometimes referred to as "one glance cloud chart" based
on the unique "clouds" that feature in Ichimoku charting.

OVERVIEW

Long-term Strategy
The most relevant indicators when looking at the daily chart of bitcoin are the Elliott waves and the Ichimoku kinko hyo. The ichimoku fan
gives much insight on whether the price will travel in the bullish or bearish direction for the next 26 days ahead. The presence of the green
cloud that is slightly larger than those in the past indicates that the long-term trend is still bullish. Although, according to Elliott wave
patterns, the price may be in the process of its second correction wave, or wave four. This does not eliminate the chance that wave three
could continue if the price remains bullish, in this case, wave four will be recalculated at a more relevant time. As the price has reached
the senkou span B, it has also reached a significant psychological support level at $15,000 and the 61.8% Fibonacci retracement level. If
the Bitcoin uses these levels as point of reversal, the price is expected to increase to the next psychological resistance level at $30,000,
which is also around the 161.8% Fibonacci retracement level (when analyzing growth rather than retracement).
If the price does continue bearish to complete the fourth wave immediately, this will be signaled by the breaking of the support levels
mentioned earlier. The price will meet resistance at the 61.8% support level and could be the cause for a very prompt end to the fourth
wave. If this price level is broken as well, the area that is expected to surge the beginning of wave five is the vicinity of the 2/1 Gann fan,
23.8% Fibonacci retracement, and the support levels of $6,000 and $5,500.
Even though most indicators are pointing toward an immediate bullish push, the candlesticks indicate the opposite. There have been many
indecisive bullish candlesticks, meaning the bulls were able to take control but the lows and high of the day were nowhere near the close,
and example of this is the few spinning top candlesticks. On the other hand, about 50% of the bearish candlesticks have bee marubozu
candlesticks, a very strong bearish candlestick that indicates the continuation of a downtrend.
Important Resistance Levels: 0.00118584, 0.00093498
Important Support Levels: 0.00065298, 0.00050412

Short-term Strategy
What was not seen in the long-term strategy is the consolidation and formation of a symmetrical triangle starting at the beginning of
December. This triangle is still in its consolidation phase and is not yet ready for its breakout. A triple bottom can vaguely be identified as
it is currently being used once again as a price reversal perhaps. If this support is used as a reversal, this could indicate several events. If
the reversal occurs, this could also lead to the break of the triangle. In this case, the price is expected to reach its previous all-time high
around $20,000 which is still a strong psychological resistance level. From here the price is still expected to reach wave four, and the
double top pattern created will assist in this correction.
If the price remains bullish, this could result in an early break down of the symmetrical triangle. If this is the case, the price is expected to
reach a support level near the psychological level of $10,000. This is due to individuals that will see the massive drop in price and believe
that $10,000 is the perfect price to begin to buy again. Although, psychological levels aren’t as solid as they are though of at times, if this
price breaks here, it will be able to complete its fourth wave.
Recently, due to the consolidation, there have been many clear reversal patterns in terms of candlesticks. Currently there is more of the
same. The most recent pattern that can be seen is a tweezer top pattern. This is a strong reversal indicator that is seen at the top of an
uptrend. In this case, it would be where the price is rising to continue to consolidate. If this tweezer top pattern is backed by other
indicators showing a continuation in the bullish direction, it could result in the breaking of the bottom of the triangle.
Important Resistance Levels: $20,000.00, $17,431.91, $15,713.41
Important Support Levels: $10,000.00, $7,487.02, $6,083.59

PAST TRENDS
Short-term Trends
In the short-term, almost every trend shape that
was found, completed its full breakout. As the
ascending channel broke down, the resulting
bearish push lasted much longer than what was
expected from the duration of the channel. The
ascending wedge did not “break out” per se, but
did continue to travel in the bullish direction after
the consolidation that it created. The double top
pattern traveled to completion, the price retraced
100% from the start of the pattern (around
$6,000) then immediately became bullish.

Long-term Trends
On the daily chart, we see the completion of most
breakouts from the trend shapes/periods of
consolidation that the price as created. Although,
even if the price broke down and became bullish,
such as the first triangle and first two wedges, the
price immediately became bullish once again
usually within a matter of days or consolidate in
some cases. This indicates that the price is
currently set on its long-term uptrend and these
bearish pushes are ultimately insignificant.

When solely looking at trends, the majority of trend shapes that were able to be identified in both the short and long term have been able to
complete their breakouts accurately. Although there is usually constant high bullish volume in BTC, there have been trends that easily
signaled a reversal, even if it was short-lived. Expectations of most, regarding Bitcoin, include the price exponentially increasing without any
retracement, but clearly following simple trends can dismantle this argument.

SUPPORT AND RESISTANCE

Support Levels
The plethora of support levels were created by the short bearish pushes throughout the almost exponential growth of Bitcoin. On the
weekly chart we see that the strongest support levels were not those that were created by the almost insignificant downward runs, but
instead, psychological levels such as $10,000 or $5,000 that is expected to assist the price in a reversal if it decreases to that level. In
the event of retracement soon, $10,000 will be the first reliable support level the price will reach.

Resistance Levels
As the price remains bullish and will continue to remain bullish, there are not many resistance lines outside of psychological.
Currently, the strongest resistance level (that has been tested twice) is the price level of $20,000. This is due to a few reasons, the
main one being that this is a very strong psychological level. Another being that, in the past, the price reached $10,000, a price that
majority of traders believed was going to be used as a resistance level for Bitcoin to suffer serious retracement. Although, this did
not occur, it instead continued quickly to the price of $20,000 before finally retracing. Additional psychological resistance lines to
consider for this type of correction are $30,000, $40,000, and $50,000.

WAVE ANALYSIS

Waves

Wave 1 – $3,000.00

Analysis
Due to Bitcoin being one of (if not the most) unpredictable cryptocurrency, the Elliott waves are anything but
clear. Starting the first wave at the beginning of last year, the reversal to begin wave two occurred at the

Wave 2 – $1,767.19

psychological resistance level at $3,000. At this time, many individuals were first being introduced to Bitcoin
and believed it was being overvalued, which resulted in overselling until the price level of around $1,800,

Wave 3 – $19,907.32

which happens to also be along the 2/1 Gann fan indicator. After this reversal, the price will enter its longest
wave, wave three.

Wave 4 – $5,500.00

Wave three was ended by stopping just short of $20,000. This was, again, due to a psychological resistance
level at this price although this one was a bit strange. Bitcoin reached this price instead of reversing at

Wave 5 – $40,000.00

$10,000 like most individuals believed. Instead of using this psychological level to begin a period of
retracement, this level was used as leverage to surge another bullish push which ultimately ended around
$20,000 as stated before.
The price is currently in wave four, as agreed by all scenarios drawn, this wave has few options on where it
can end. The first option is the price level where the 2/1 Gann fan crosses the 23.6% Fibonacci retracement
drawn on the long term, as well as a possible psychological level at $5,000. The second is the shorter term
61.8% Fibonacci retracement level. Wave five is expected to be ended by a psychological resistance level
in the same way wave three did. This level is $40,000, although, similar to wave four, there are few other
options the price may end its impulse wave as well, indicated on the chart.

OVERLAYS

1-DAY
As the price is entering a period of low volatility, many of the moving averages (or indicators that use moving averages) will tell a
similar story. Looking at the ichimoku cloud we see this in effect as the base line and conversion line have been relatively similar and
there are not many price pushes to effect these averages. On the other hand, using the cloud of the ichimoku indicator, we see that
the price is still in the process of its uptrend shown by the green cloud prevailing over the red. In this case, the bottom of the green
cloud (senkou span A) will be used as support along with the few Fibonacci retracement levels that are shown.

4-HOUR
Similar to the daily chart, the ichimoku cloud indicator is applied but it carries much less relevance in the shorter term. The cloud
simply reinforces the notion that the price is consolidating and may enter a period of correction (shown in red cloud in the lagging
span of the ichimoku). Currently, the price is consolidating between the 38.2% and 50.0% Fibonacci retracement level, the 1/1
Gann fan indicator, and the 2/1 Gann fan indicator.

MOMENTUM

Early Momentum
Before Bitcoin became widely bought on Coinbase, an exchange by the name of Bitstamp offered traders the ability to buy and
sell Bitcoin. Considering Bitstamp was one of the first exchanges to offer this service, the volume was extremely low. As the
price continued to grow, additional exchanges began to offer this service to capitalize on the newly tapped market. Due to this
insignificance in volume, the price only experienced significant increases when news spread, news in the region of a “coin that
was able to increase over 10x in just a few months.”

Current Momentum
As stated in the early momentum, after many individuals became fond of Bitcoin, some wanted to create exchanges to capitalize
on this market rather than simply invest in the product. Coinbase was one of these exchanges who now has one of the highest
daily volumes compared to other cryptocurrency exchanges. Although, the bullish momentum significantly increased due to new
news almost daily on high-traffic media outlets that drove many individuals that have never heard of Bitcoin or Blockchain to
invest in it. This also takes into account anecdotes that investors may heard that ultimately manipulate the price in the bullish
direction.
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